INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS: LIFESTART® AED CABINETS

SURFACE MOUNT METAL OR WOOD FRAMING:
1. Remove all hardware and glazing, unlock cabinet if provided.
2. Use holes provided in back wall of cabinet tub for attaching to studding. If wall configuration does not allow for that, then follow step 2 below; otherwise, skip to step 4. Hollow wall anchors may be used in a maximum of (2) positions. The other two must be firmly anchored in framing members.
3. [Drilling Additional Holes] Drill (2) 1/8" holes through back wall of tub that correspond to location of framing members.
4. Place cabinet in position, attach with Universal #10 x 1-1/2" self-drilling screws.
5. Check cabinet door for freedom of movement. If it binds, shim as necessary to remove any racking of tub attachments or studding.

RECESSED METAL OR WOOD FRAMING:
1. Install a framed opening above, below and at both sides of cabinet opening at specified location. Wall opening width, height and depth must correspond with dimensions indicated in catalog or detail and submittal sheet.
2. Use holes provided in cabinet tub for attaching to studding. If wall configuration does not allow for that, then follow step 3 below; otherwise, skip to step 4.
3. [Drilling Additional Holes] Drill (2) 1/8" holes through tub on each side of cabinet.
4. Place cabinet in position, attach with Universal #10 x 1-1/2" self-drilling screws.
5. Check cabinet door for freedom of movement. If it binds, shim as necessary to remove any racking of tub attachments or studding.

MASONRY:
1. Leave or create an opening in the masonry wall at specified location. Wall opening width, height and depth must correspond with dimensions indicated in catalog or detail and submittal sheet.
2. Use holes provided in cabinet tub for attaching to studding. If wall configuration does not allow for that, then follow step 3 below; otherwise, skip to step 4.
3. [Drilling Additional Holes] Drill (2) 1/8" holes through tub on each side of cabinet.
4. Place cabinet in position and mark location of attachments on masonry using 1/8" holes as marking guides.
5. Remove cabinet and drill appropriately sized holes for your masonry anchors into masonry at marked points, and install anchors.
6. Place cabinet in position and attach with screws into masonry anchors.
7. Check cabinet door for freedom of movement. If it binds, shim as necessary to remove any racking of tub attachments or studding.

INSTALL GLAZING, HANDLE AND ALARMS:
1. Remove protective plastic from plexiglass or glass and install decal if intended for glass.
2. Align glazing on inside of door, holding in place while installing glass mounting clips on inside of door with sheet metal screws. (2) glass clips are provided for each side of door. Mounting holes are provided. Do not overtighten.
3. Install handle with machine thread screws and roller catch or SAF-T-LOK™ in door.
4. Commander alarm is pre-installed in cabinet. See page 2 for operating instructions.

SEE SEPARATE FIRE-RATED INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIRE-RATED CABINETS
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AED cabinets comes standard with a 9-volt battery operated “Commander Alarm” and 2 keys that turn the alarm on or off. Alarm controller is a chrome key switch that is located on the exterior of the cabinet—either the front or the side.

**Alarm Operation**
1. Key in the vertical (Off) position alarm will not sound
2. Key in the horizontal (On) position - Door is opened - Alarm will sound – Close to stop alarm.
3. Key switch is turned to the vertical (Off) position when the door is opened – The Alarm will stop.

**Maintenance**
Replace 9-Volt battery yearly or as needed. Open alarm compartment by twisting the key or a coin inserted into the slot at the top of the unit.

**Trouble Shooting Guide**
1. Alarm Key Switch On – Door Open – Alarm Not Sounding: Change Battery
2. Alarm Key Switch On – Door Closed – Alarm Continues to Sound: Test by opening door & pushing in the plunger switch with finger, then turn on the alarm. If alarm does not come on until you release the plunger switch, Reposition the alarm compartment.

**Fire-Rated Wall Note:**
See separate installation instructions for Fire-rated cabinets.